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Thoughts from the Editors Desk 
Our MCATA conference in Red 

Deer was a surely a success from 
every method of measurement. The 
attendance was high, with many at 

both the Friday and Saturday ses-
sions. The low point was the num-

ber of people leaving after the 
luncheon rather than taking advan-
tage of the excellent afternoon 
speakers. The program was .one of 
the most complete available with 
respect to variety and/or meeting 
the needs of the teachers in atten-
dance. All the speakers were very 
well received and very highly 
spoken of by attendants at the ses-
sions as they gathered together 
after each session. 

The motel service was obviously 
very good as the committee received 
only compliments, rather than com-

plaints. Our display group was at 
its best in giving good counseling 
service on how and where to use 

the materials available, rather 
than emphasizing the high pressure 
commercial sell often shown by pub-
lishers and distributors. Our din-
ner speaker was entertaining while 
getting across the point that we 
need more effective teaching of 

communications in Math and in 
everyday life. We have intention-
ally not commented on the content 
of Frank Ebos' excellent keynote 
speech. He has written an article 
on his theme which is enclosed, 
and only your presence at the 
meeting to see Frank in action 
could add to the impact of the 

message, as the printed page can 
never catch Frank's enthusiasm 
or the effectiveness of using 
what he has offered. 

The questionnaire enclosed in the 

September issue will be reported on 

in February, as returned question-

naires will not arrive in time to 

meet our deadline for submission of 

material. 

We wish to acknowledge the fact 

that delays in the printing room at 

Barnett House have made the Septem-

ber issue late, resulting in par-

tially stale news, since our confer-

ence was the week before you received 

your letter. This delay has also 

left a Monograph still undelivered 

at the time of writing but hopefully 

not at the time of reading. 
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CROSS NUMBER PUZZLES Grades IV - IX 

These attractive, interesting puzzles were developed and field—tested in 
schools. Each one provides practice in basic computational skills. Puzzles are 
organized. so you can give practice exercises tailored to specific needs of indi-
viduals. Every puzzle problem is I;eyed to a clearly-defined objective. Clever 
cartoon format makes these puzzles motivating, fun to do. pool: I contains ?7 
DUZZIP.S for practice in whole number operations (Grades IV-VII). Book II contains 
28 puzzles for practice in. fraction, decimal and percent operations (Grades V-IX). 
Puzzle paces are designed to be reproduced by thermal process. Reproduction per-
r~~ission is granted for cl~:ssroom use. Answers are arinted on puzzles in nonre-
producible blue ink to give you a handy correction key. Spirit Duplication_ 
Masters are also available. 

If interested, write to: 

Western Educational Activities Limited 
10577 - 97 Avenue 
Edmonton, Alberta 

METRIC SYSTEJN GUIDE LIBRARY 

J.J. Keeler & Associates are now offering their five-volume reference work, 
the Metric System Guide Librarz~, at 50% off the original price. This looseleaf 
series has been designed to provide easy accessibility to learning and teaching 
the metric system. 

The complete series is available for R147.5~, and individual volumes can 
be purchased for $59.00 each. For further information, contact J.J. Keeler & 
Associates, 145 West l.~Jisconsin Avenue, Pdeenah, 4lisconsin 54956, or call, toll-
free, 1-800-558-5011. 
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Some Reactions to ICME - Karlsruhe 
Tam Ktie~cen 

University of Alberta 

I, along with Doyal Nelson and Jack Bana from the University of Alberta and 
a fairly large contingent of Canadians, participated in the Third International 
Congress on Mathematics Education held this August in the lovely city of Karlsruhe 
in the Black Forest area of Germany. The meeting was attended by teachers at all 
levels, from elementary school to university, from over 80 countries, v~rith the 
majority coming from various western European countries. 

What comes from such a congress? As you might well imagine, there were 
many logistical difficulties. There were problems of translating into at least 
three languages, as well as a problem of the congress meetings being rather spread 
out. The latter problem prevented a lot of valuable incidental personal contact 
from occurring. It might be said that many of the presentations and discussions 
got stuck on a general level or on the level of platitudes due to the broad nature 
of the topics and audiences, and also partly due to various political considerations. 
Speakers and panelists were carefully chosen to reflect a spectrum geographically 
and politically. Many people felt a great need to get up and say something just 
so they could return and say they had represented their country. 

These problems not withstanding, there were some observable trends and 
common concerns. I will only give a few brief highlights. 

There seems to be a global concern for the manipulative skills (or lack 
thereof) of students entering post-secondary education. There is a universal 
tendency to blame "new mathematics" for this, but that term hardly has universal 
meaning. 

Although we in Alberta tend to focus on very specific objectives and on the 
attainment of "basics" in our curriculum, this is not a universal trend. Indeed, 
there is a feeling in most European countries that this approach is entirely wrong 
and there is a need for broader, not more narrow, goals in mathematics instruction.. 

Three content themes struck me as worth mentioning. Many countries seem 
to be working toward including probability and statistics in upper elementary and 
junior high school curriculums in important ways. Second, there seems to be con-
fusion in many countries, including Canada, as to what represents geometric in-
struction for all children and adolescents. Finally, there seems to be widespread 
attention given to the role of computing devices in mathematics instruction. 
Representatives from diverse countries mentioned the need to integrate the use of 
hand-held calculators into instruction and to develop an understanding of the 
workings of computers with aZZ students before they finish school. It was felt 
that this latter topic was one important lead into the entire important area of 
attaining a broader focus on applications of mathematics. 
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One trend, of which we in Alberta are a part, is important in light of the 
above comments; that is the rapidly increasing role of teachers in mathematics cur-
riculum development. This is held as a good thing by all. However, this respon-
sibility demands many new skills of teachers. There were, in the ICME meetings, 
many calls for professional organizations (such as MCATA), teacher training 
institutions, and school ar.d government agencies to act cooperatively in providing 
the means for this needed growth in mathematics teacher capabilities. 

Oh Those Positive Whole Numbers! 
Nvuxvcd Lcvc~vn 

Retired School Superintendent 
and Math Teacher 

Red Deer 

Generally speaking, there is little point in differentiating between whole 
numbers and positive integers. But somewhere the distinction should be made. 
Whole numbers are not elements of integers, even though we tend to use them as 
such. In teaching mathematics at any level, we should be constantly aware of the 
beauty of mathematics, and precision is one of the factors that makes it such a 
delightful subject. 

In the early grades we go to some length in showing integers on the number 
line - and this is good. But do we go to the same trouble showing set "W" on a 
number "RAY?" Clearly, the geometric comparison (or contrast) in "point set" 
thinking is quite exciting. Here is where we can show that set "W" has no opposites 
as does set "I." Clearly, too, we can show why subtraction is a closed operation 
under set "I" but not under set "W." 

As the student progresses, he will need to know that a whole number repre-
sents answers to "how many," while positive integers always indicate direction 
from some starting point, as well as answer how many. There are many places where 
this distinction is important in real life situations. For example: 

A farmer has 3 cows. He lost 6 cows. Impossible? 
Well, if 3 could mean +3, then of course the farmer 
now has -3: Can we imaginge that? 

A farmer has 3 dollars. He lost 6 dollars. He now has -3 dollars. This 
is possible because we can think of 3 and 6 in terms of "I". But why can we do 
this with dollars and not cows? The answer, of course, is that dollars are ab-
stractions and we can play around with abstractions in our mind: Note that if we 
think of 3 dollars as dollar bills, in no way can the farmer lose 6 dollar bills: 
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And this is the crux of the point I wish to make. Set "bi" represents con-
cretE THINGS while set "I" permits us to extend our thinking to v!hatever limits we 
are capable. If we teach youngsters that +4 and 4 are identical, just because it is 
too cumbersome to always identify the positive sign, we are setting the stage for 
confused thinking later on. 

For example, let's take absolute values. The absolute value of -4 is 4. 
Now if 4 is in set I, then of course -4 = +q; Enough said. 

Are We Shortchanging Our Students? 
or 

Back to Basics? 
New Basics? or Old Basics? 

FnanNz Ebva 
Faculty cf Education 
University of Toronto 

Repri.nte~ from Ontaz°io 1~lathematics Gazette, Volume 15, Number 1, September 1 76. 

Probably each of us in our role as a teacher has been confronted by an 
anxious student inquiring about some of the math we teach. f'.ow many times have 
each of us heard: 

Why are we taking this stuff? 
What's it good for ... sir? 

I would be the first to admit that we can't justify everything we do c,:ZZ 
t1aF time. To explain how a specific topic in mathematics "fits" into the scheme 
of things is often difficult. The student must trust that what we are doing day 
by day in the math classroom is useful, is relevant, and is needed for tcday's 
activities as well as for tomorrow's. Unfortunately, fen many students tomorrow 
never comes. The students then become parents, and the cycle of asking "L~~'hy are 
we taking this stuff" is continued, here are certainly many indications that there 
is concern about the curricula we teach. Many studies have been and are being 
completed in both the United States and Canada to ascertain "!hat should be the 
math curricula?" Unfortunately, to predict the content, the skills, or even the 
methods needed at some future date is difficult. If you listen to the experts and 
read the journals, you soon would develop a complex about vrhat we are not doing in 
the rr+ath classroom, but thank goodness far the so-called new math. u!e have in it 
at least a scape-goat. We have seen the headlines "New Math has failed: Back to 
basics:", and now we have a replacement for the new math, the BTB (Back to Basics). 
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4:'hen the "New f~~ath" was in vogue, each person you talk:ed to had a different "under-
standing" of what the "flew i~1ath" was: There were the Set-nera-math followers, 
the Base-nera-math followers, the Structure-new-math followers, and so forth. 
(I apologize to those new-e~ath groups not identified at this tune). The parents 
iuentified new Wrath from another point of view. They only saw what their chil-
dren brought home; sets, ar~d words, commutative, associative, distributive, 
inverse, base 2, base 8, third base - to nacre afew - soon the scene is set for 
the BTB to be formed, and the parents are willing to join. 

These days, I am I~;earing rr:ore anc~ mere: of the CTE, kut I thir:f: ghat before 
v;°e change ~-~~e need tc decic'e "r~laat az--e flee ~~as'es." Parents whose e; perience vrith 
math was almost corrplet:Ely computation, evaluate a new program or curriculum accord-
ing to their backgrounds. U!e must ask.: are tV~re basics solely relates' to computa-
tion? I think net, ftio one would disagree that "the old basics" are essen.tiai, 
but there arF "new basics" tiat parents as ac'ults use in +,.i-,eir everyday living, 
and which need to be dealt with. The cor~putation content, se familiar to many and 
part of the ''happy Days _=yndrome" tc returr, to basics, is net by itse'f suitable 
even far toda.y's v,~orld, let alonE tomorrcv:'s. h?y ruin concern it not teat the ETB 
wants charge (ir~prrwement, or whatever), but that they ar_.pear to wart the pendulum. 
to swim? back to a "shut-up: ~~!o-this" curriculum, b<~sed on computation.'• tye can't 
afford to have the pendulum swing k~ack t;oo far. Everyone v!ill basically acree that 
computatior.ai skills are important ar~d basic to the students' mathFinatical develop-
ment, but to stop there would short-change our students. Before tl~e BTB make 
the same errors as the iJew P1ath groups, they (there are probably more than 
one) should decide what tfre basics are: 

I v:ar:t to help the ['Tf' b,y afferir:g the follov~inr suggestions. (These sug-
gestions could he addFd to the computational platform already advocated by the ETP. 
A little review is useful here: 

BTB = a group of persr_,ns who want to return flack: to Basics.) 

1. Stcrder.ts wart us to be accountable. 4'e should have some reasor~ak•~le explana-
tion or justification for "tlhy are we taking this stuff?'° If we were to 
previdE examples cf applications for the present curriculum, some students 
and parents v~ould be partially satisfied. To tell a student he is taking a 
topic because he needs it for next year's math is a vreak argument. i-lany 
topics have applications, not only to satisfy the present questions asked by 
students, but also to provide a foundation for their future study of tyre 
topic in next year's math class. There are at present at least five studies 
that are looking at the curriculun; from this point of view. Flopefully, the 
results of these studies will be expressed in practical terms anc' Eventually 
made available to practising teachers. A~~;?ications shou"l a'. he basic to and 
evrricu? wr, . 

2. In our everyday living, we are never given "neat problems" solved in a 
"neat way" that result in a. "neat solution." Areal-life problem requires 

lA description of the "shut-up: do this" curriculum was in a speech delivered 
by Eric P~acPherson of the Faculty of Education, University of Manitoba at the Annual 
Meeting of the Paational Council of Teachers of Mathematics in Denver, Colorado, 
April, 1975. 
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us to sort out the useful (needed) information from the extraneous infor-
mation. Do we ever give students problems that contain more information 
than is really required to solve the problem? kill our students ever be 
given a prck;lEr-~ to solve when they enter the "4rorlc± of work" for which the 
"boss" provides only the informatior. that is necessary? I doubt it: Yet 
how much off' `.his practice in solving do vYe provide our students in our 
math classrooms (if ycu do provide these types of proFlens, then consider 
this section a brief revie►~)? 7b ~ecide o77. a~hr<t i,r: crmatior. is faecessar~ 
cr r~eec~~~~ tc solve a prcr>Zem, tc: me, is rasie ski?'. How mar,v tires have 
ycu divan a problem which has a missing piece of information that the stu-
dent is to provide in order to solve the problem? (Try assigning 5 prob-
lems, east; having an essential F~iece of informatior. missing. Provide a 
second sheet that contains the 5 missing "pieces," as v;ell as 2~ other 
pieces of extraneous but closely related information). This skill will 
probatly be used more often than the skills advocated by the BTB. Without 
this skill the BTB skills are often confusingly applies' by students to 
solve problems. ( I think a rnather <ati ci an rri nht say the F.TR. ski 11 s ar•e 
sufficient, but not necessary; or is +hat ... necessary but r,ot sufficient 
... ?) 

Flowever, "let me make it perfectly clear" that we need the BTB basic 
skills once the informatior. is properly ir:terpreted and the essential computa-
tional operations decided upon. Unfortunately, "good ol~i" Euclidean geometry 
provided an opportunity for a student to "sort out" the needed information, 
but an EGID movement (Euclidean Geometry Is Cying) seems to have sprung up. 
(E GAD:) 

3. Every day, as adults, v.~e read about tre Gallup Poll, the latest statistics 
on "why we are paid mere and more but are eating less and less" anc' this 
poll and that poll. However, do we provide any basics for students to 
tackle the world of statistics? lr'e Give a brief look at the topic in Grade 
~rIII (if at all in some classrooms), completely ignore it in Grades IX and 
X, but give some hope to those who stay on ar.d finish hiclh school and stuc!y 
the topic again. (The key question here is - how many will finish high 
school?) Could these students not find the skill of working with statistics 
useful just for everyday living, and thus I;e given the opportunity to study 
the topic in Grades IX and X? Worming r~~itY:, iraterpreti.nn gnu ~~-eauiry ~.tat-
istics is a basic skill. Statistics permeate too much of our everyday liv-
ing to be ignored as they have been in our mathematics curriculum. l~~e are 
shortchanging our students by not ~eachirg this skill. Continuously through 
Grades IX and X we are especially shortchanging those students who do not 
reach Grade XI. 

c. How many students have asked you "Is this right?". How many are completely 
lost if they cannot find the answer at the hack of the bock? Students 
should be taught (and taught and taught ...) to know how to check that their 
answers are reasonable. To knoza~ the ans>~~er is  reascnable is a basic ski-Z'.. 
A student must by Grade XII "feel" whether the answer is reasonable. The 
"boss" does not assign problems vrith the answer at the back of the book. 
Teaching this skill partially can be accomplished by providing students 
vrith skills of approximating, estimating, as well as decision-making. Too 
often students are given problems that have "neat" answers. The following 
problem about a corn roast seems trivial at first, but when it was assigned 
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to Grade VIII students, it introduced the need to make decisions. 
"How much rvould it cost our class tc go en a r_orn roast?" 

The students list the assumptions, and make decisions to arrive at the cost 
of going on tl+e corn roast. I have assigned this prok.~ler.~ to teacher croups 
and have hoc' to referee arguments, as well as to impose a maximur~ time limit 
or" i5 mir?utes because the prorlern, altr;ough Simple in appearance, Can be 
ccrrplex in finding a "reasonable" solution. The solution: Hill eventually 
i r.vol ve ansr~~ers to these questi cns 

!There are v:e going? How ~!c we get there? Co v;e take dri nb;s? Dc we need 
salt, butter, napkins, pepper, and so on, anc" so on? 
These are lout a few of the problems hidden in arriving at a "reasonable" 
price fora "reasonable" corn roast. 'hat's your answer? 

F'roblen;s suitable for different: yrar'e levels should be a.~ssic~nec to develop 
ar;~' strengthen: this basic skill "I~ n~y ansr,;er ~~F~ason,able?" 

I am srlre many teachers already provide students with a variety of strategies 
for "starting" to solve a problem. Twill never forget whet; I posed a prcb-
ler; tc a class anal get the immediate re~:1y, "4!e haven't +aken that yet . . . 
sir:" 4!e all remember too well the conplete flanks lent for sem~e problems 
tackled by students writinc exams. Some students freeze as sacn as r~~e say 
"word problem," and rill sit and look, but really do nothing to "start" the 
problem. Teaehi.n~ stuc~Erts tc "sketch" type problem cr rnc<ice a. ciiagrar- t:a 
1..el.p them solve t12c ~:meb_'.em is a b~s~'~^ skill that r.ecrs to be emphasized 
ecrtirzualli+. ~~"any proF~lerrs have peen solves b<< "doodlers." Gften a prob-
lem is solved by "doing" something rather than "~;~aiting" for an inspira-
tion. !1 blank page prcvidns very little inspiration (but 'here are excep-
ticns,cf course. 

My list of recommendatiors to the ETF~ is not exhaustive cr complete. Each 
of us has probably many other recommendatiors to add, but we d-; have to make 
recommendations. 

There is much going cn in curriculr.m~, development as well as studying i-:ow 
students learn. The process is painstakingly slovr. Studies are being, conducted 
or, developing the problem-solving zbilii;ies cf our students. 1111 .you need to de 
is name a problem ir. education today, and there is probably a study going cn son~e-
vdhere investigating the problem and formulatin5 a solution. 

Curriculum development is progressing, but to a new teacher tre educational 
scene must appear confusing. I once heard a description of curriculum+ development 
that seems to describe the present scene. The scene opens in the cockpit of a 747 
(big bird). Une pilot remarks to the other "N!e seem to be in a fog." The other 
pilot remarked, "Yes, but z".~e are making headway." The evidence, as valid cr invalid 
as we wish to make it, seems to indicate that there are problems in cur curriculum, 
and different pressure groups are making it kr:o~,;n that our present curriculum is 
not making head►vay. Students do not want to be shortchanged, nor do v;e want to 
shortchange them. They want to be able to understand "why we are takir.q this stuff;" 
and perhaps their reoccurring guestion might indicate a weakness in cur curriculum. 
bie are so over-preparing, for the future that we ago neglecting the present. L~!e do 
have to have informed consumers. 6-!e do want them to use Math in their everyday 
living (accurately too:). U!e do want our students to be mathematically literate 
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wtfen they road the nP~:~sE~uper, pay that charge account or ca~c!!la -̀ e the percertaGe 
increase of their raise (a very controversial issue). l'~a. the same time, we do not 
wart to shartchangF the students t-~y prov~dirg them ti;itt' curricu~un-, that acccmmo-
dates the t:resent but ignores the future. They rust have ~crre '~ccr~puter sense," 
some appreciaticr~ anc working kno~tiledge of calculators, as well as ~n appreciat.ien 
of nathen!atics, "as a science." At the same time, i;!e need to prepare them to be 
mather~atically sound, and for this we w.oulr_' need to rcvir~e a foundation ir,vclvir.a 
relations ar,d functions, transferr~ations, vEctors - the list could go on anc on. 

To keep everyE,edy happy is impossible, but we all hive t.o participate in 
1 i fti ng tt~e fog. 

Ideas for the Primary Class 
NUP"PER CLOTf'.ESPI!~ 

~~~U1(}11CC G1(.lx-CQ SCC'if 
Leaf Rapids, Manitoba 

Print r,umbe_r words en clothespins - one to ten. 
Prepare a cardboard sheet as shown in the dia-
gram. The children can pin the correct clothes-
pin to the dots on the cardboard sheet. 

L~EAtd f3AG TQSS 

Cathu T; ccv~.de►~ 
Flwick Cor~~ianity School 
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Prepare a large chart to be placed on the floor. Put numbers or r.ur~ber facts 
on it. A sheet with nur~ber•s on it for each player. 

2 9 

3 6 

O 7 

Number chart ~iur~ber facts chart 

2 S 5 3 

6 4 0 9 

Player's score 
sheet 
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The cl~~iidren throU~ the t-ean Lag, then put an Y. on tie appropriate square on their 
own sheet. The first person to complete tf?e sheet i s t:h,e wi r:nE:r. The sheets 
should be prepared so that all the ~ns~Aers r,re not on every sheet. 

SPILL 1'HE BEA.PJS 

R~.e~ Eru ch.3or~ 
Minneapolis, ti1innesota 

This is a similar game, which could be playEd wit's the number chart prepared for 
thf: Bean Eag Tess. The players have two lir?a bears in ~ shaker. They take turns 
"Spilling the Eeans" onto the chart. To score a point,, they must be able to nave 
the total of the numbers on which the bE«ns landed. 

~?USICAL SETS 

T hi s game appears i n the teac~:er' s gui ~'etock to ,nTc~, ~2L'u;./S, published by Copp-C ~ arG~ . 
't's active ar,d noisy, so the children li{;e it. Play it in the r,',vn' or the of"er 
teachers won't like you: It's like musical chairs, except that at the pause in 
the music, the teacf;er holds up a number. The c"ildren have t.o forn, themselvFs 
into sets of that number. Any children not in a set are 'cut.' 

ACTIVITIES hSiWG P, GE06C~ARD 

~"aterials needed: 

Graph paper or paper that is dotted into one cn squares 
SelEction of elastics 
Geeboard or pegboard and pegs 

A. 
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C'.en {? flcucd y 
Gepart,ment cf Cducation 

Governi~?ent of Manitoba 

1. P1ake shapesr.n the reobo~rd: triangles, squares, rectangles, 
houses, animals, anything ,you wish. 

2. Make a design with the Elastics on. the gecbo~•rd 
?. Make a shape like this on the ueoboard. 

D 
Name this shape. Hake ether shapes with only three sides. 

~. Make as r?any different sizes' triangles as you can on the 
geeboard using a different color elastic for each one. The 
triangles can be thF same E:ind or different. It does not 
matter in this particular e;<ercise. 



B. 1, a. Maki ~r triar~le en thr_ geoboard. PJnN! try to make anc~her 
triangle the very same size ir. a different place or the geoboard. 

b. P~ake a triangle that is bigger Char. ycGr first one. 
c. Make a triangle that is smaller thz,r your first one. 

?. a. P"ake a sr~all square on the geoboard. PJew tr•y to ma4;e another 
square the very same size in a different place on the gerhoard. 

b. Make a sc.,uare that i s nigger than yct~r f i rst one. 
c. Make a square that is smaller than your firs+, cre. 

3. a. P1ake a small rectangle cn the geoboard. P;c~~~~ try to make 
another rectangle -she very same size it a different puce 
cn the geoboard. 

b. M~~ke 3 rectangle teat is bi~.ger than your first one. 
c. Make a rectancle teat is sn~aller than ycur first one. 

C. 1. a. Make one triangle. r;ow using different color elastics, 
make bigger triancles en top cf this one. 

b. On another placF~ on the geoboard make a different kind of 
triangle. Then using different color elastics make bigger 
triangles on top cf tf~is one. 

2. a. Make the smallest square you can on thr_~ geoboard ~~sing 
one elastic. 

t. Make the largest square you can using erie elastic. 
c. Now make as many other squares of different sizes that 

you can. 

3. a. Make a square on the geoboard. Then make it into two 
triangles using another elastic. 

b. Make another sq~.rare the same size in a different place on 
the geoboard. Can you make this square into two triangles 
in a different way from the way yc~u did with the first 
square? 

C. 1. Make a square on the geoboard. Prow make another one with 
its sides twice as big. 

2. a. Make two triangles on the geoboard so that they form a 
triangle. 

b. Make two triangles on the geoboard so that they form a 
square. 

'. Make a triangle with no square corners on the geoboard. 

4. Make any shape cn the geoboard. 6!h at shape is it? Using 
a different color elastic make another of the same shape 
inside the one you just. made. Is your second shape bigger, 
smaller, or the same size as your first one? Coes your second 
shape have the same name as your first one? • ~ • 
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Ideas for the Intermediate Class 

Games to Reinforce Metrics 

OLD P~iAf~ ~1E~fRIC 

A, card game played 1 i ke O1 d f•1ai d 

i. Shuffle all of the cards 
~. Deal them tc players. 
3. Lay down all pairs 
4. Always take a card frog: the piayEr on ,your left. 
~. The player left with "Old Min rletric" is the loser. 

Some sample cards: 

100 cm 

_ ~ 

1 metre 

~1ETRIC ?~'ZZLE 

A 

12 

B 

l,000 
grams 

y 
1 
kilogram 

c D 

o ° c 

water 
freezes 

use any con;mercial puzzle as long 
as it has a frame. Trace around 
the empty space in the frame (after 
you remove one puzzle piece at a 
time). On the back of the puzzle 
piece write the metric term. In 
the frar,~e p~_it the e~;ual l i ng nota-
tion (see sample). 



METRE P~IAID 

Materials 

Game board 

Spinner with numbers ',-1~. cr dice 

Color mm section orange 
" cm blue 

drn green 
m red 

Directions 

lima beans also 
sprayed orange, 
blue, green, and 
red. 

m dm. cm mm 

1. Give each child a game board. (Four children play at once and another 
child acts as metre maid or banker. She keeps the beans and makes sure 
exchanges are right.) 

2. Child who goes first spins spinner. If he rolls a 7, he gets 7 orange beans 
to keep on his board. 

3. Other children do the same - roll and take beans. 
4. When first player gets his turn again if he rolls an ~, he can tah:e 8 orange 

beans or he can trade 10 orange for 1 blue, leaving 1 blue and 5 orange on 
the board. 

5. The winner is the one who gets 1 red first. 

Rate of Exchange of Beans: 10 orange = 1 blue 
lff blue = 1 green 
10 ureen = 1 red 

P~IETRIC COfdCEf!TRATION 

Materials 

1. ~ameboard and about 36 cards 
2. Cards with matching metric terms and some wild cards 
3. Answer card to check answers 

Directions 

1. Turn all cards face down. 
2. First player turns up two cards. If they match, he keeps them. If no 

match is made, then he turns them face down again. 
3. Next player takes his turn. 
4. Play continues until no more matches can be made. 
5. Player with most cards wins. • ~ • 
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Ideas for the Junior High Class 
Make Algebra Enjoyable 

c. s~cemp.Cen 

It is important that the interest of students be kept alive. ?f you are 
looking for commercially prepared help, here is an idea. Accent nn A?gebra is 
ar. enrichment book designed for use with any level algebra student or in any 
course where algEbraic topics are introduced and used. It contains 12R pages of 
crossr.unlber and crossword puzzles, word games and much mare. It is available at 
Creative Publications. 

Try this sample when you teach equation solving: 

FAMILIAR PHRASE 

6 11 20 14 15 2 25 14 6 20 30 6 8 20 9 6 11 20 15 20 10 

13 0 14 20 10 3C 20 0 24 20 30 f 11 20 9 5 5 20 12 0 10 

SOLVE THE FOLLOWING EQUATIOPIS FOR SOME HELPFUL CLUES TO THE PUZZLE APOVE. 
USE THESE CLUES TO COMPLETE THE PHRASE. 

3. 

4. 

103 - 4d - 6d = 3 

-8.5 - e + 4e = -25 

7. 12.5 - 2(i + 2i) = 12.5 

10. 3(8n - 44) - 3(1 - n) = 

11. 150 - (30 + a) _ (-30) = 

15. 6t2 - 3(t + 2t2) + 18 = 

16. 5z - [z - 2(z - 49) - 3 

e ~~` 
,ti-
h! 

yyyS>' 

0 

26 

0 

- z2] _ -(-25 - z - z2) 

a = 

b = 

d = 

e = 

f = 

h = 

i = 

L = 

m = 

n = 

o = 

P = 

r = 

s = 

t = 

z = 

PJOW THAT YOU NAVE DONE TF!E EASY PART, SEE IF YOU CA^I SFIORTEPJ THE PFIRASE 
IPJTO A WELL-KNOWN PHRASE. 
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Practice and Discovery: the Alternating Diagonal Hundred Square 
Ban~u.e L-iiiui.~Xelc and ~av~i.d Duncan 

Associate Professors of Mathematics 
~ni versi ty of ~aorthern Iot,Ja 

Cedar Falls, Iowa 

Figure I: Alternating Diagonal I',undred Square The Hundred Square is fre-

1 --~2

3 5 
I ~ 
J~ 
4 9 

1J~12 

11 20 

21 23 

22 35 

36 38 

37 54 

55 56 

6 
J~ 

--~7 15 
~+ 

16 28 29 45 46 

/ 
~ 

/ 
8 14 17 27 30 44 47 64 

~ T 
/ 

13 18 26 31 43 48 63 65 

19 25 32 42 49 62 66 79 

24 33 41 50 61 67 78 80 

34 40 51 60 68 77 81 90 

39 52 59 69 76 82 89 91 

53 58 70 75 83 88 92 97 

57 71 74 84 87 93 96 98 

72 73 85 86 94 95 99 100 

1. The sums of the entries of the rows (horizontal) 
and their consecutive differences are given to 
the right. Faere and henceforth, the differences 
are found by subtracting the first number from 
the second. 

Note the second differences form two intErlocking 
symmetric sequences, one the negative of the other. 

2. The sums of the entries of the columns (vertical) 
and their consecutive differences are: 

quently used in middle 
school and junior high 
classrooms for discovering 
and reinforcing computa-
tional patterns. 4!e wish 
to consider the "Alternat-
ing Diagonal H~mdred Soi.iare" 
as shown in Figure I. 

The arrows denote the order 
in which entries of the 
Square Here listed. 
Several interesting pat-
terns may be observed on 
the Square. 

195 

64 

259 ~ j -3 

61 

320 j 15 

76 

396 ~ ~ -1 

69 

465 ~ 11 

X 80 ~ 

545 j 11 

69 

614 ~ ~ 7 

76 

690 j 15 

61 

751 ~ 3 

64 

815 
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Observe a similar pattern to that in I. 

3. Figure II shows the sums of the entries of the 
indicated diagonals 

200 ~ 

54 ~ 

254 / 17 

71 

325 ~ ~ 5 

\ 66 / 

391 X13 

79 ~ 

470 ~ / -9 

0 

540 ~ \ 9 

79 ~ 
619 ~ j  13 

66 

685 ~ j 5 

71 

756 j 17 

54 

810 ~ 

16 

1 

1 

3 

4 

15 

10 

34 

11 

65 

21 

'111 

22 

175 

36 

260 

37 

369 

55 

505 

Figure II 

- ~ ~- - 2 6 7 ],5 16 28 29 45 46 

/// ///// 
5 8 14 

9 13 18 

12 19 25 

/ / 
20 24 33 

23 34 40 

35 39 52 

38 53 58 

54 57 71 

/ ~ 
56 72 73 

17 27 30 44 47 64 

26 31 43 48 63 65 

32 42 49 62 66 19 

/ / 
41 50 61 67 78 80 

/ / 
51 60 68 17 81 90 

59 69 16 82 89 91 

70 75 83 88 92 91 

74 84 87 93 96 98 

/ / / / / 
85 86 94 95 99 100 

540 548 532 495 440 370 288 197 100 

Consider the consecutive differences of the sums 
as shown. 



Again the second differences from two symmetric 
sequences, one the negative of the other. 

1 

\ 4 

5 ~ ~6 

\ 10 

4. Figure III shows the sums of the entries of 
another set of indicated diagonals. 

~ 
15 ~ ~ 9 

19 

34 ~ X12 

\ 31 ~ 

65 ~ j15 

46 

111 j 18 Figure III 
64 

175 ~ j 21 

85 

~ \ 
1 2 6 1 15 16 28 29 45 46 

260 24 

/ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 46 

109 3 5 8 14 17 27 30 44 41 64 
369 j27 109 

136 4 9 13 18 26 31 43 48 63 65 
505 ~ 

\ \ \ \ \ 141 
35 10 12 19 25 32 42 49 62 66 79 

540 ~ 21 
\ 214 8 / 

11 20 24 33 41 50 61 67 18 80 
548 ~ j 24 240 

-16 21 23 34 40 51 60 68 77 81 90 
532 \ 21 

~ 
\ \ ~ \ \ \ \ \ 315 

-37 22 35 39 52 59 69 76 82 89 91 
495 ~ j 18 343 

-55 ~ 36 38 53 58 10 75 83 88 92 97 
440 ~ -15 

~ 
412 

\70 37 54 57 11 74 84 87 93 96 98 
370 \12 

\ 82 / 
55 56 72 73 85 86 

\ 
94 

\ 
95 

\ 
99 100 

450 

288 j 9 505 
-91 55 93 162 190 265 291 364 396 459 

191 j 6 

-97 

100 ~ 
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46 ~ 

63 

109 ~ ~31 

/ 32~ 

141 ~ 41 

73 ~ 

214 ~ ~ 47 

26 ~ 

240 ~ j49 

75 

315 ~ ~ 47 

28 

343 ~ ~ 41 

69 ~ 

412 ~ ~-31 

38 

450 \ j17 

55 

505 

-46 

459 j 17 
-63 

396 X31 

-32 

364 ~ ~ 41 

-73 

291 X47 

-26 

265 \ ~ 49 

-75 

190 ~ ~ 41 

\ -28 ~ 

162 ~ \ -41 

\69 / 

93 ~ j 31 

-38 

55 ~ 

1B 

Again note the pattern of taro symmetric 

sequences, one the negative of the other. 

The teacher and her students are invitee 

to seek other patterns rn the Alternating 

Diagonal Hundred Square. These activities 

may be used for maintenance of skills, 

discovery cf patterns, cr even practice 

with the hand calculator, 

•~• 



Ideas for the Senior High Class 

Try Another Sequence 

Ce~i~ Gna~tit 

How have your students been performing on the units dealing 4~ith Factoring 
and Rational Expressions? If you have beer, following tl~;e sequence in which these 
topics are treated in any of the approved texts for Pathematics 1(1(`, you no doubt 
present these topics as two separate units: Special Products and Factoring as 
one unit, and Rational Expressions as the other. 

The relationship between these tk~e units is quite clear, and the logical 
necessity of teaching the factering first is also quite obvious. ^toreover, factor-
ing is such an integral part of the work on algebraic fractions that it seems ad-
visable to combine these two topics into one unit, entitled "Factoring ar.d Alget-
raic Fractions." If this is done, some interesting consequences result. 

The first of these is the increased meaninnfulness to the students of the 
task of factoring. The purpose of factoring as a tool in working with algebraic 
fractions becomes much clearer• to them. Secondly, certain types of factoring, 
like grouping to factor, and possibly, the sum and difference of two cubes, become 
questionable items to be included in this mathematical diet. Thirdly, and what 
I consider a most interesting consequence, is the possibility now offered to pre-
sent the material in a sequence other than the one followed by so many mathematics 
texts which include these topics within their covers. I am referring to that trad-
itional arrangement in which all the types of factoring are presented first, fol-
lowed by the reduction of fractions, multiplication, division, addition and sub-
traction of fractions. A section on complex fractions may then follow. Tree point 
to note is that aZZ the types of factoring are treated first. 

Here is another sequence which I have found Very effective. After complet-
ing the work on common factors, rather than going on to the next type of factoring, 
proceed to the reduction of fractions which involve common factoring only. Then 
move on to the multiplication and division of fractions which utilize common fac-
toring only, and finally to addition and subtraction of fractions in which only 
common factoring is involved. The next type of factoring can now be taken up and 
the same procedure followed through from reduction to subtraction of fractions in 
which only the particular type of factoring is involved. 

You may discover, as I did, that this arrangement can be very effective.• 
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Metric Ideas 

Let's Be Reasonable 

Activity: A,k students to place decimal pcints so that the following statements 
are reasonable. 

1. Jim is 1545 centimetres tall. 

2. ~1ary's nevi baby brother ~~~eighs 350 kilograms. 

3. The fire truck sped by at 1000'0 kilometres per hour. 

4. The car's gas tank was nearly err;pty. Qad filled it ~,~ith 7800 litres. 

5. The pop bottle holds 320 millilitres. 

6. Mary drinks lots of milk every c~ay, nearly lf_,n litres. 

7. The school room is 320 metres high. 

8.. The distance from Plontreal to Var,ceuver i s ahcrat 35C)(10 kilometres. 

9. In the high jump at school, Oon broke the class record by jumping_ 1200 
centimetres. 

10. h?om's favorite cake recipe calls for 5000 millilitres of vanilla. 

11. A two-page letter from Grandma weighs about 2000 grams. 

12. Sam ran all the way home, averaging 100 Wilometres per hour. 

13. Carol's favorite hamburger stand serves big hamburgers. The meat alone weighs 
2500 grams. 

14. Beth's favorite candy bar weighs 1200 grams. 

15. The thermometer dropped to 200°C last night. Fruit growers vaere worried about 
their orchards. 

16. Peter Piper picked 10000 litres of pickled peppers, 1000!0 cm3 of pickled 
peppers Peter Piper picked. If Peter Piper picked 10000 ml of pickled peppers, 
where's the 10000 dm3 of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked? 
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Metric Recipes 

BRAN MUFFIfJS 

Preheat oven to 220°C. Thoroughly grease 16 medium-sized muffin cups. 

Sift together 

Stir i n 

Crean; together 

Beat in 

300 ml cake and pastry flour 
7 ml baking powder 
2 ml baking soda 
2 ml salt 

375 ml natural bran 
125 ml raisins 

5~ ml shortening 
100 ml lightly packed bro►vn sugar 
50 ml molasses 
2 eggs 

250 ml mi 1 E: 

Add liquids to dry ingredients and stir only until combined. 
Fill prepared muffin cups 2%3 full. 
Bake in preheated 220°C oven for 15 to 2C minutes. 
Makes 16 muffins. 

BR06J~lIES 

Preheat oven to lF0°C. Grease 20cm square cake pan. 

Blend or sift together 
175 ml cake and pastry flour 
100 ml cocoa 

1 ml salt 

Cream together 125 ml shortening 
225 ml granulated sugar 

Add 2 eggs 
5 ml vanilla 

Beat until light and fluffy. Stir dry ingredients into creamed mixture alternately 
with water and nuts. 
Turn into prepared pan. 
Rake in preheated 160°C oven for 2~ +c 3C' minutes. 
I~~hile warm cut into bars. Makes ?_4 bars. 

"Ideas for the Primary Class," "Ideas for the Intermediate Class," "Ideas for 
the Junior High Class," "Ideas for the Senior High Class," and "P~etric Ideas" 

were all reprinted from the Manitoba llatherratics Teacher. Unfortunately, we are 

unable to supply the volume and date of the issue from which this material was 
drawn. Our sincere apologies to the Manitoba l~atYcematics i'eaeher>. 
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